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In offset printing the blankets transfer the dots to be 

printed from the printing plate to the sheet. However, the 

correlation between a consistently high print quality and 

the quality of the blanket is often underestimated. The 

printing blanket MetalPremium Neo has been developed 

by Koenig & Bauer to match perfectly with the unique 

requirements of MetalStar and Mailänder printing 

presses. The result: a reproducible and high print quality 

with even and saturated solids as well as the precise dots. 

MetalPremium Neo, the first printing blanket particularly 

for metal printing. 

Due to the special film carrier this blanket possesses 

an extremely high dimensional stability. This ensures 

a stable production without stretching or sinking and 

without manual re-adjustment of tension even after many 

thousand prints.

Furthermore, MetalPremium Neo can be easily stripped 

to match the actual print format. This reliably prevents 

the so called „picture framing“ effect as well as ink build-

up on the impression cylinder. In this way the effort for 

cleaning the impression cylinders 

can be significantly reduced. 

Stripped printing blankets can 

simply be stored and re-used 

for the next job with a similar 

sheet size. In this way the 

consumption of blankets can 

be effectively lowered. 

Of course the composition 

of this printing blanket is exactly geared to the 

requirements of metal decorating. It is made of a highly 

stable thermoplastic film carrier as a base, optimised 

compressible and stabi lising layers and a synthetic rubber 

surface. Due to the overall thickness of 2.35 mm, no 

more packing sheets are required. This saves time and 

money with every blanket change. Finally, by means of the 

Rapid Blanket Change (RBC) device the set-up time for 

a blanket change can be cut down to only two minutes. 

MetalPremium Neo is available for UV inks, conventional 

inks as well as hybrid printing.

Printing blanket MetalPremium Neo – 
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MetalPremium Neo: The firtst printing blanket specifically 
developed for metal decorating. 

Item No. Description For equipment Special price 
when ordering 
> 100 pieces

A89099 Printing blanket  
MetalPremium Neo UV  
1 275 x 1 220 mm; for UV printing

Metalstar 3
Mailänder 280

per piece 
€ 149,–

A89100 Printing blanket  
MetalPremium Neo Combi   
1 275 x 1 220 mm; for conventional 
inks or hybrid printing

Metalstar 3
Mailänder 280

per piece 
€ 149,– 

E24288 Printing blanket 
MetalPremium Neo UV RBC 
1 210 x 1 180 mm; for UV printing exclusively for 

MetalStar 3 with 
Rapid Blanket 
Change (RBC)

per piece 
€ 139,–

A85254 Printing blanket 
MetalPremium Neo Combi RBC  
1 210 x 1 180 mm; for conventional 
inks or hybrid printing

per piece 
€ 139,– 

  � The top layer of the blanket can be 

stripped to avoid picture framing

  � Fast and easy blanket change

  � Extended cleaning intervals of the 

impression cylinder

  � Omission of packing sheets saves time 

and money

  � High dimensional stability for repeatable 

print quality 

  � Reduced consumption of blankets 
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Simply contact the customer 

service office at:

All prices are subject to the addition of value-added tax at the legally stipulated 
rate. This special offer cannot be combined with any other promotions, discounts 
or rebates and is subject to change without further notice.  
Errors and omissions excepted.
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